2020 NRL Season, Top Lady Champion, Using ZC527 MPCT2

In the ever-evolving world of precision rifle shooting there is always the talk of quality gear. Sometimes
it’s the new hot product everyone is dying to get their hands on and sometimes is the true tested
product that never lets you down. As competitors, we are always striving to find the best quality gear to
give us that extra edge at a match. There will be some discussion as to which piece of gear is most
important; but for most, there will be little to no argument that the rifle scope is your most important
tool giving you that edge.
At the start of my precision rifle journey 3 years ago, I made it a goal to someday take home the season
title of Top Lady with a top 10 national level match finish. Early on I knew that quality gear was a must to
make that happen. I was on the hunt for a rifle scope that could meet my long list of must have qualities
to feel like I had found the one. It needed to be durable enough to stand up to mother natures ever
changing conditions, handle the occasional rough manipulation through less than forgiving barricades,
and last but most important I needed to be able to see more than my competitors.
The name Zero Compromise Optic really says it all. I did not have to compromise on any aspect of what I
wanted in a scope. ZCO’s high quality, steadfast reliability, and extreme durability helps it stand up to
the toughest shooting conditions without sacrificing shooter ease of use or comfort. The ZCO MPCT2
reticle housed in top-of-the-line glass aids in clear and concise target acquisition along with the ability to
observe changing environmental factors like wind and mirage. For as complicated as we make the scope
selection process, it really is simple. The more we can see and the more feed back we get as shooters,
the better equipped we are for our next shot. Zero Compromise Optics is the scope that gives me that
edge and helped me earn the title of Top Lady for the 2020 National Rifle League season.

